MAUI, HAWAII 2010
November 17: Woke at seven o'clock and finished the links twenty minutes later. The wind speeds were investigated online and on the
weather channel subsequently and the thirty-five knot gusts were not encouraging and I was getting worried about making it across the
straits. A coffee and a few spoons of yogurt were gulped down with a few pecans. Pat finally climbed out of bed at eight. We left home
at nine o'clock and walked to the bus stop across from the Emily Carr Library in a heavy downpour. Brief stops were made along the
way in the shelter beneath the top floor of the rental apartment building just off Saanich Road to rest my aching arms and to catch my
breath. We were standing at the bus shelter at nine-fifteen and the number seventy bus arrived on time at nine thirty-six. The driver was
paid four dollars and fifteen cents for the rapid express. Our clothes were damp at this point, especially our pants and we were feeling
chilled. The couch dropped us off in front of the Swartz Bay Ferry Terminal at ten-fifteen. The passenger fare was free for yours truly
as it was a Thursday. Pat paid thirteen dollars and seventy-five cents. Fortunately we had changed plans to catch the nine o'clock sailing
as it was cancelled due to high winds. Some angst was experienced while awaiting news if the eleven would depart. It was a relief when
the announcement came over the intercom that the ferry would leave on time. The check-in for our Westjet flight the following morning
was made with the Wi-Fi onboard using the iPod Touch. A station was secured on the outside deck even though I was dressed in only a
flannel coat and heavy corduroy shirt and toque. This took place as the ship was moving through Active Pass. Perhaps one hundred and
fifty Bonaparte's Gulls were observed and few Pacific Loons. The wind speed increased as we were approaching the Tsawwassen
Terminal but docking seemed to be of little consequence to the pilots. The express bus was sitting outside the terminal building at
twelve-forty and Pat paid the three dollar and seventy-five cent fare for herself and the two dollar and fifty cent senior fare for her
husband. The double-length coach, that was standing room only but we occupied the handicapped seats, took the exit from the highway
at a point where the road leads to the airport. There was a stop here and we jumped off and walked the half-kilometer to the accent Inn.
Remarkably, the sun was now shinning and the luggage was placed on the floor beside the reception desk at one-thirty. The kiosk for
printing boarding passes was out of order and as a result the hotels computer was used. The seats chosen while checking-in had been
changed and we were now sitting separately. Several attempts to reverse the error failed. The tickets were printed anyway with the hope
that alternate seating would be available and altered at the airport. Pat ordered a coffee combo for herself and a basic chicken sandwich
for her hungry husband at the adjacent McDonalds at two o'clock. A suduko and most of the word puzzle were solved in the Vancouver
newspaper while sitting fully dressed in the sun steaming through the window and greatly overheated. The iPod was plugged into the
wall back at our room where another attempt was made to change the seating then an unsuccessful attempt to make contact with a
Westjet representative online. A nice hot shower was welcomed soon after. The day's story was written on the iPod afterward between
three-fifty and four forty-four. A frustrating session then took place on the iPod while attempting to access Westjet's flight schedule and
prices to San Diego. The best price was just over four hundred dollars for two one-way from Vancouver with a stop in Seattle with
Alaska Air.
Denny's was our choice for tonight's evening meal at five-fifteen or so. The restaurant was situated alongside the Sandman Hotel a few
hundred yards north of the Accent Inn. The Fitness World gym was attached to the same complex that was large enough to be compared
to a small indoor plaza. A senior’s meatloaf smothered in dark gravy with chicken noodle soup, a side of white rice, Cole slaw, and
coffee was the old man's selection from the menu while my health conscious wife ordered a chicken salad and tea. The coffee as always
at Denny's was horrible. The bill came to a whooping thirty dollars with tip and tax. A six am call was requested from the staff at the
desk when the meal was over at five-forty. Five chocolate chip cookies were grabbed from the free coffee tray in the office prior to
returning to the room.
A shave and the clothes were removed for an evening in front of the television. The alarm was set on the iPod as an experiment to see if
the application actually worked. The autobiography was brought up to date between seven fifty-five and eight twenty-three.
November 18: Woke at five am and remained in bed even after my wife climbed out of bed ten minutes later. The fact that we dozed
off continually last evening from eight to nine and again from ten to eleven was the reason for our early awakening. The alarm worked
perfectly on the iPod Touch even though the gadget was switched off. The morning preparation including a cup of coffee in the room
was polished off at six o'clock and the first of the day's memoirs were composed. The bill for the hotel was only fourteen dollars and
forty cents with the vouchers.
The shuttle was on its way to the airport with us inboard at six-thirty. The check-in was rapid with two new seats assigned together at
the back of the plane. Customs was just as rapid with no hold ups or baggage checks due to the scope. An English muffin with
scrambled egg and ham and cheese, a bran muffin, coffee, orange juice, and yogurt were purchased at the Sky Way sandwich and salad
kiosk at around seven o'clock at a whopping twelve dollars and fifty-nine cents. We were seated at the number eighty-one gate at seven
thirty-eight and waiting for the nine forty-five flight to Kahului, Maui. The rare bird alerts were checked during the wait and the day's
story was brought up to date at eight o'clock.
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The plane left more or less on time. No meals were served during the five hour and fifteen minute flight with only four cookies, two
small cups of water and a small orange juice to quell thirst and hunger. The entertainment left much to be desired also with the free
television programming disappearing in less than two hours. Fortunately an hour or so passed in sleep with that relief also experienced
by my exhausted wife. Much of the five hours was spent in boredom, peering through the window or staring at the useless flighttracking map on the digital screen.
Maui finally appeared through the window and the jet landed at exactly two in the afternoon. The Dollar kiosk was arrived at ten or so
minutes after and the shuttle was waiting to take us to the office. The line up was not too extensive but service was slow to say the least.
The reservation stated that my wife was the driver due to serving with her Visa card. My Gold Visa was used to place me behind the
wheel. The agent tried desperately to sell us additional insurance and managed to unnerve my wife who was about to purchase the
unnecessary coverage. My voice was raised to convey that she was getting paranoid for no reason.
All was finally settled in about forty-five minted after reaching the Dollar outlet. The small difference in price from more known car
rentals was not worth the time and hassle.
The drive to the Maui Banyon took about twenty minutes due to driving the length of Kihei Road instead of using the highway. There
was no other choice not knowing exactly where it was located.
Check-in was quick and the bags were unpacked and the scope set up prior to a much-needed shower. A walk ensued with the Maui
Thai Restaurant chosen to break the fast at five o'clock. The peanut sauce with red curry chicken and a small bowl of white rice was
shared but there wasn't enough to fill both of our stomachs. This was unusual for the good ol' USA. Regardless, the meal was delicious
and we vowed to return and order more next time. The bill came to thirteen dollars and sixty-seven cents plus a two-dollar tip.
We decided to get the same creamer that we use at home for a coffee in our room. The Thai place did not brew the needed caffeine and
a cup was much needed at this point in time. We decided that taking breakfast up to Hosmer Grove was better than leaving late and that
yogurt and granola mixed together would make a nice meal. As a result we returned to the Hawaiian Moons health food store and
purchased. The creamer, large yogurt, a medium-sized bag of fruit muesli, two free plastic bowls, and a bag of chili lime potato chips as
a snack while watching television. The bill came to fifteen dollars and fifty-eight cents.
We were back in the room a few minutes before six o'clock and the iPod Touch was put into play to write the rest of today's memoirs
until seven o'clock.
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November 19: Slept well from nine-fifteen except for the air-conditioner shutting off constantly and not finding the proper setting until
one in the morning. It was six am when getting out of bed and making a map of Dollars location for the car's return on the nineteenth.
The first entry of the day was made after the morning cleanup at six-thirty.
Drove rental over the Denny's at seven-twenty and ordered two seniors starters at seven dollars each. It had rained last night but the sun
was shinning brightly at this hour. The total bill was nineteen dollars and six cents plus a two-dollar tip paid at seven fifty-five.
A stroll then took place at Kealia Pond where the first Grey Franklins were observed if very poorly. The usual waterbirds were present
including Black-bellied and Pacific Golden Plovers, a vagrant Killdeer, Ruddy Turnstones, Sanderling, two Sharp-tailed Sandpipers,
Hawaiian Stilts and Coots, Mallards, hybrid Mallard x Hawaiian Ducks, Northern Pintail, two vagrant White-faced Ibis, Cattle Egret,
and Canada Goose. A Sky Lark was singing in the distance and many small finches were flying about with just Chestnut Manakins
identified with certainty. Other introduced species included Northern Cardinal, Spotted and Barred Doves, Common Myna, and House
Sparrow. The Sharp-tails were thought to be the rarity and reported at the office when in fact it was the ibis that were rare, ignored and
thought to be commonplace Glossies.
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We departed for Lahaina at around ten-forty and drove north to the outskirts of Kahului and back north instead using North Kihei,
which would have cut some fifteen miles off the trip. It was a mistake in north-south direction that caused the confusion.
Once in Lahaina, the Dolphin Plaza was paid a visit to do a little shopping. Longs Drugs was first in line where a ball cap was
purchased with no prior thought of doing so for three dollars. It could easily be stored in a suitcase without damage and used to keep the
sun off my head. A package of fig Newton’s and two granola bars bought next would stave hunger on tomorrows trip to Hosmer Grove.
With a box of band-aids the bill came to thirteen dollars and seventy cents. Both of used the washroom just as we were about to depart,
mainly to wipe the sweat from our faces. Unfortunately Pat left her sunglasses in the woman's and they were missing when she returned
ten or so minutes later.
A Red-crested Cardinal, two Java Sparrows, and a Japanese White-eye were added to the growing introductory list in the parking lot.
A quick stop took place at the overlook on the way back to the hotel to scan the ocean for shearwaters. A distant Humpback Whale was
observed but nothing else. Another brief stop took place at the far side of Kealia Pond where there is a boardwalk along the beautiful
Sugar Beach. We didn't stay long due to hunger and the midday heat.
The car pulled up in front of Cafe@la Page at about two in the afternoon. Two turkey sandwiches with two excellent coffees set us back
sixteen dollars and some odd cents with change placed in the tip glass.
We were back at the hotel at around two-twenty and I decided to look in the vacant lot behind our hotel complex for birds. Three Gray
Franklins were feeding on the lawn and trotted straight towards us and only turned into the dry scrub after seeing us at a distance of
twenty feet. Poor pictures were taken soon after. What should appear next but a single Warbling Silverbill at no more than twelve-feet.
The brownish back, very white underparts, long graduated black tail, and 'silver-gray' not black bill were noted.

The air-conditioner was left off in the room while the day’s memoirs were brought up to date from about three o'clock to ten minutes
past four.
E-mails were then checked on my stubborn wife's Shaw account with a message sent to Steve and Robyn Moran asking if they would
like to join us at Hosmer Grove tomorrow with our room number. The Gray and Black Francolin calls were then reviewed on xenocanto with positive identification with the Gray's call. The iPod was finally shut off at five o'clock for a shower.
A stroll finally took place as the sun was moving close to the horizon at five-twenty. A few shots were taken of the beautiful sunset as
we strolled along a chip trail beside the ocean through a breeding colony of Wedge-tailed Shearwaters. Gray Francolins were calling
everywhere.
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Denny's was selected for the evening meal at six o'clock as we had a coupon that allowed us to have one free meal. Two chicken
cranberry apple salads were ordered from the menu and the day’s story continued on the iPod. Thirteen dollars and ninety-six cents was
the final bill with a two-dollar tip left on the table.
Two large bottles of water at two dollars and eighteen cents was the final purchase of the day at Whaler's Kamole Center as we were
heading back to the hotel at seven-twenty.
November 20: Both of us were awake at five-fifteen ahead of the alarms that were set for five-thirty. Breakfast consisted of two plastic
bowls filled with muesli and yogurt and thick enough to be eaten with forks. Two cups of coffee were lightened with the soya bean
creamer used at home were enjoyed by yours truly afterward. Pat was unusually anxious and was not interested in the brew.
The car was packed with the birding paraphernalia; warm clothing and rain gear and we were off towards Hosmer Grove at exactly six
o'clock. We were able to find our way even though some of the route through the capital was a bit confusing with one stop made to
check the highway numbers.

The gas was being depleted rather quickly climbing up to the seven thousand foot elevation with the tank half empty on arrival at the
park gate at seven o'clock. The ten-dollar entrance fee was paid to enter the National Park that was good for three days. Ring-necked
Pheasants, including the Green form were observed by the roadside during the ascent.

The sun was shinning without a cloud in the sky when we stepped from the vehicle five minutes later. The first bird seen was an I’iwi
followed by a dozen more of the species at eye level in the yellow flowering bushes. Not more than ten minutes later Apapane and
Hawaiian Amakihi were listed.
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The walk along the Nature Trail was underway as soon as our heavy shirts, flannel coats, and tuoks were donned. A male Maui Creeper
was observed briefly in a flowering tree and identified by its distinct yellow forehead and upper breast that stood out from its basic dull
yellow coloration. The bill was noticeably straight and warbler-like. Unfortunately the view was not long enough to absorb an image;
the lores were not seen well as I had wished but they seemed not to be dark.
Pat was a pain with her constant yawns and sighs and it was obvious that the meat would be cut short...as it was. A stroll along the
entrance road produced a small family of greenish birds low in the scrub that were likely Maui Creepers. The book stated that they
moved in family groups low down in scrub. Basically looking and acting like Orange-crowned Warblers.
The very short loop was made one more time with an obvious decline in bird activity. The exact location of the Waikamoi Preserve, the
second washroom a few yards back from the washroom at Hosmer Grove at a locked gate that allows one to cross over the fence was
the spot. A guide unlocked the gateway to allow a small group of school children to enter while we were there. Easy to access without
permission, a sign reads 'Danger hunting at all hours'. This is simply a farce to scare people from entering.
We left at eleven-fifteen. Thirty-five dollars and twenty-five cents was spent for lunch on two Mahi-Mahi fish wraps at the Kula Lodge
Restaurant. The meal took place from eleven-fifty to twelve twenty-two. A four-dollar tip was included. The meal was outrageously
priced but the views, decor, and food were outstanding.

We made our way back to the Kealia Pond boardwalk without incident at one-twenty. A Black-crowned Night-Heron was added to our
list that flushed from the grassy ditch and a few Northern Shovelers that were scoped from the pond across the highway. The heat and
lack of birds insured that this was the last visit to this particular site.

Gas was twenty-three dollars and twenty-three cents for a half-tank at the ABC Station in Kihei and an additional three dollars and
forty-nine cents for two soft drinks. We were back in the room showering at around two o'clock. The memoirs were written as soon as
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the birds were checked off in the Hawaiian booklet and completed at three fifty-seven.
A walk around the hotel's garden was not overly productive with the usual humdrum Gray Francolins and abundant introduced species
with the first Java Sparrows for Kihei. With the sun closing in on the horizon, we headed off to look for a reasonably priced place for
supper after the expensive lunch. We settled on buying groceries at the ABC store for our evening meal. Twenty-seven dollars and
twenty-one cents bought a block of cheddar cheese, a box of triscuit biscuits, a large bottle of ginger ale, a bag of heavily salted pecans,
and six bananas. The ginger ale bottle cap was manufactured improperly and it was impossible to open. Four small pieces of cheese
were sandwiched between eight biscuits and followed with a few nuts and a banana. It was obvious that several meals could come from
the supplies. The phone rang and it was Robyn Moran but no communication was taking place for some reason. The message was
finally retrieved with great difficulty. An e-mail followed to return the call as our phone was either working improperly or we had no
idea how to retrieve calls. Turned the television off at ten and immediately fell asleep.
November 21: Yours truly was awake at a few minutes past five o'clock this morning. The air-conditioning was turned off last night
due to the noise and the overhead fan was turned on at a very low speed that was very quiet. Awoke with the bed sheets soaked with
sweat at one am and removed everything but one thin sheet and slept well. The iPod alarm when off at five-thirty and we prepared for
the full day on the mountain.
The drive did not get underway until six-twenty and we arrived at Hosmer Grove at seven- twelve. The walk produced a great view of a
Maui Creeper near the same flowering O‘hia tree near the lookout. The tape drew the Orange-crowned Warbler look-alike into clear
view at eye-level and only six feet away.
Pat was looking forlorn and was anxious to visit the crater so we departed for the summit at nine-fifteen. The park's visitor center was
stopped at briefly where we were able to reserve the Monday walk on the Bird Trail. These were the people who were spoken to when
making the reservation from home. A pair of Chukar was standing by the roadside during the ascent.
The crater was viewed and photographed from inside the stone park building at nine thousand seven hundred odd feet. The Hawaiian
Petrels nested under the lava rocks adjacent to the tourist shelter but only came and went during dusk or pitch black of night. Most had
finished their nesting last month. A very brief stroll took place uphill to a point where the Silver Sword plants were visible in the
distance before heading back downhill at ten o'clock.

Pat stopped by headquarters to buy a T-shirt while the hungry husband ate cheese and crackers and almonds from the packed lunch in
the trunk. A tame Pacific Golden-Plover was photographed at point blank range while my wife had her share of the noonday meal
sitting at a picnic table. The images of a pair of Nene’s were saved on the digital camera before leaving at ten-fifty for the rendezvous
point for the leaded walk to the famous boardwalk. Strolling over to Hosmer Grove killed time.

The gay cabellero was late getting to the parking area, arriving at noon. It took twenty minutes just to get underway and constant stops
to discuss natural phenomenon were made every hundred yards. The speeches were some five to ten minutes long at each point and we
did not arrive at the boardwalk and the famous platform until two-twenty. The stay was only forty minutes with about twenty at the
platform itself. Not only was the time restricted, due mainly to the time wasted in teaching along the way and the tardiness of the leader,
but an unnecessary early departure to repeat the same scenario on the way back. A light rain that began just as we arrived in the natural
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old-growth forest hampered the short stay. Koa trees were the species cavorted by the Maui Parrotbill and that species was abundant
here. The tree had eucalypt-like leaves that grow with the thin edge pointed skyward. Crested Honeycreepers used the tree to the right
of the platform for nesting but several Maui Creepers were the only interesting species seen today. The three Pacific Golden-Plovers at
the parking area were likely what were misidentified as Wilson's Snipes yesterday.

It was five o'clock when we finally arrived back at the gate and five-ten when we were heading back down towards the lowlands. The
suite was reoccupied at six-twenty or so. The memoirs were underway immediately after removing the wet socks and shoe liners and
changing T-shirts.
It was only part finished when it was time for a shower. Robyn Moran phoned and a conversation was possible this evening on the
phone. They had not packed any warm clothing for the high altitudes and thus passed on meeting us this morning. I was thinking of
them when arriving twelve minutes later than the time given them for reaching the grove.
We then strolled over to Denny's at a few minutes past seven in the evening. A grilled chicken and Mahi-Mahi were ordered from the
senior’s menu. Two large salads, sides of corn, rice pilaf, and green beans were selected along with coffees. A twenty-five percent off
coupon brought the bill to twenty-three dollars and ninety-four cents with a three-dollar tip. We were both exhausted but in high spirits
despite the useless four and a half hour hike.
A box of Kellogg's granola, bottle of water, power bars, and a pair of sunglasses to replace those lost earlier were then purchased at the
Whaler's General Store on the first floor under Denny's for forty dollars and twenty-one cents. The sunglasses were sixteen dollars and
ninety-eight cents and the string to hang them around her neck was six dollars and ninety-nine cents.
We were back in the room at eight o'clock with a full moon shinning in the clear night sky. The remaining autobiography was written
until eight fifty-four. The decision was to set the alarm for six-thirty for tomorrow morning as the walk was scheduled for eight fortyfive.

November 22: Slept well until around four am when thoughts of sneaking into the boardwalk created excitement and spoiled the
intention of sleeping in. An antidepressant was taken last night, the second of the trip the first was on the nineteenth I believe.
It was five thirty-five when climbing out of bed to visit the toilet seat. The iPod Touch was activated at five forty-three to begin the
instructions to the boardwalk: Climb over the gate and proceed along the wide four by four track as it twists back and forth through the
pine forest, always on a slight decline. The first sector parallels the rear of the campground at Hosmer Grove and although difficult, the
single-strand barbed wire fence could be climbed there to begin the journey. The elevation change is some five hundred feet from the
gate to the boardwalk but is gentle over its length. After walking some three hundred yards you might see the old, so-called hunting
platform on the left about thirty feet up in a conifer. A seven-hundred-year-old O’hia tree appears next on the left. Proceed another three
hundred yards to a junction in the road.
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The left branch slips under a closed-in canopy in the conifers the right drops steeply a short ways where the road has heavy gravel and
even some concrete. Take this and continue left. At the bottom is a small valley where there is a small grove of O’hia trees growing on
the left. Check these for all five species of honeycreepers. The road continues out of the valley up to an obvious sign 'Waikamoi
Reserve'. Proceed along the road to another steep decline where the road almost switches back on itself and climbs back uphill. Once at
the top you reach a point (perhaps fifteen to twenty minutes hard walk and perhaps a half-mile from the gate and always through
conifers).
The road splits here creating a three-way fork. From this point it is another ten to fifteen minutes to the boardwalk, perhaps a quarter
mile. Look for a trail branching off immediately on the left from the furthest fork in the road that leads to the Bird Loop Trail [Note that
the Bird Loop Trail can also be reached via the first road junction some twenty yards down on the left. The trailhead is marked with
blue bands tied around a conifer.] As you continue straight along that trail you will come to a ridge where you can look into a gorge
filled with O’hia and Koa trees. That trail, 'The Bird Loop Trail' winds down into the gorge past the Koas where Maui Parrotbills have
been seen. As you descend into the bottom of the gorge you will cross to the opposite side via rocks that mark the dry riverbed and
climb back out of the gorge on the opposite side. The single trail comes out some twenty yards along the first road leading to the left off
the main road.
For the boardwalk proceed right and uphill along the second road beyond the trailhead for the Bird Loop Trail for about twenty yards
and then continue downhill passing a wet dip with flat rocks used as stepping-stones to sidestep the puddles. A second fairly distinct
trail enters the pine forest on the left that is enclosed at the entrance (i.e. a low canopy above). The distance is unknown from the threeway road junction but it is certainly less than two hundred yards. It is impossible to go astray from once you are on this path as there is
only one trail. Soon after leaving the road you will see a shallow dip that is by-passed by winding up the narrowest sector of the trail
past stunted native trees on the right. This tiny gorge has red flowering O’hia trees growing along the rim on your left as you wind up
the concise but steeper opposite rim. Once on top the trail widens and runs through more conifers with a great deal of moss on the forest
floor and on fallen trees et cetera. Wind your way to a circular clearing at a very steep drop-off outside the pine forest that was once
used by helicopters to deliver the building material for the boardwalk. At this point you are on the mountainside looking off towards to
lowlands. The circular area is about forty feet in diameter. An indistinct trail leads off at the opposite edge from where you entered the
circle. It's closed in with vegetation here and there but eventually widens in about one hundred feet and reaches a short section of
boardwalk. A short stretch and you are back on the boardwalk that leads fairly steeply downhill through the natural forest. The entire
boardwalk is only three to four hundred yards long and ends at what is called the platform, simply a twenty foot square wooden base.
The Crested Honeycreepers nest in the tallest tree immediately to your right. The Maui Parrotbills are most often seen a few yards back
up the boardwalk. The description was finished at six-fifteen.
Both of us were out of bed at six, well ahead of the alarms that were set for six-thirty. Breakfast consisted of two plastic bowls filled
with muesli and yogurt and thick enough to be eaten with forks. A cup of coffee was sweetened with the soya creamer used at home
was enjoyed by yours afterward.
The car was packed with the birding paraphernalia, warm clothing and we were off towards Hosmer Grove at exactly six-forty. We
were hampered with rush hour traffic and did not arrive at the grove until eight o'clock. The nature trail was walked to the lookout point
where a half hour passed looking for Crested Honeycreepers.

The walk started on time at eight forty-five. The woman was not as chatty as the gay cabellero and we were at the gorge at ten fortyfive. Notes and numerous photos were snapped along the way to create a map into the site. Fifty minutes was spent here and we were
allowed to wander on our own. The Koa trees were scanned during much of this time, especially those on the hillside that the trail
passed under. Two families of Maui Creepers were seen brilliantly but alas no Parrotbill. The O’hia trees were of course checked often
for the Crested Honeycreeper. The tape came into play several times to play the parrotbills call with no response. The walk back began
at eleven-thirty. The talks continued to be brief as compared to the long-winded ordeal experienced yesterday, thank God, with fewer
rest periods and we were back at the car at twelve-thirty. A power bar and several gulps of bottled water helped to stave off the hunger
and thirst during the last few yards.
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The Visitor's Centre was the next stop where Thursday's walk was booked. The time between one-fifteen and one- fifty was spent at the
Sunrise Country Market at Mile One of State Highway three hundred and seventy-eight leading up to Hosmer Grove where eighteen
dollars and thirty-one cents was spent on two previously prepared tuna sandwiches and two excellent coffees at two dollars and seventyfive cents apiece. The protea blossoms were admired in the garden before heading for the airport.
The sun was shinning without a cloud in the sky throughout the walk today attesting to the need to start off early as the clouds build in
the afternoon. A half tank of gas had been depleted after climbing up to the seven thousand foot elevation once again. No new birds
were observed today. The only drawback as the fact that Pat's feet were in pain with the constant walking.
We made our way to the Kanaha Pond adjacent to the airport. The place was circled before finding the entrance. The rental came to a
stop in the small parking lot where a gate leads to a very short trail to a shelter. The salt flat was at low tide but there were very few
birds with Black-crowned Night-Herons being commonplace. Shorebirds were peaceably non-existent. There were no trails to walk. We
stood talking to a fellow from California while classing the nearby shrubbery for Yellow-billed Cardinals. A Red-crested was all that
came into view. We left at four o'clock en route to the hotel. Rain clouds were a prominent feature on both horizons at this hour and we
drive through a shower just short of the hotel.
A pair of scissors was borrowed from the front desk and the plastic top was cut from the ginger ale bottle. The jeans were washed while
showering and a light pair of pants was donned afterward. The details of how to reach the boardwalk written earlier were clarified with
the data collected today with additional data placed on the map sketch. The autobiography was composed subsequently from fivefifteen to six minutes past six.
We chose the Maui Thai for our evening meal and selected the same peanut curry and a large bowl of white rice that was shared. The
bill with a hot tea came to eighteen dollars and sixty-three cents including the three-dollar tip. It was seven-thirty when we arrived in the
suite. Two pictures were taken of the Christmas lights on our hotel grounds prior to climbing the stairs to our room. The memoirs were
brought up to date at seven- fifty.
November 23: Yours truly was up at five-fifteen to visit the toilet. Pat climbed out of bed soon after and we both prepared for the day
ahead. As with yesterday, the actual time of arousal was possibly four am due to rehashing the route to the boardwalk. Although a
detailed map of both trails was produced this morning, the spot along the road where the trail leading to the boardwalk begins has still
not been identified with certainty.
The maps produced yesterday were studied again at five-twenty with the gmail inbox being checked soon after until six-ten.
The beginning of today's story was typed afterward and followed immediately with a letter to CEPBIRD@aol.com asking for a docent
to take us into Waikamoi Preserve. This was finished at six thirty-one. The docent’s name, Rene'e Miller, was discovered soon after
rmiller@tnc.org and a request for a leader was sent off at six-fifty. The final trail map was made subsequently while my wife waited
patiently for breakfast.
It was seven-twenty when the rental departed the three-story parking building en route to Denny's. The warm clothing and wet gear
were left in the room today. The seniors starter with scrambled, poached, rye toast, red-skinned potatoes, bacon, and fruit bowl, the
poached and fruit obviously my wife's selection, were ordered at seven-forty. The meal was demolished at eight minutes past eight and
the bill came twenty-one dollars and ninety-six cents with the three-dollar tip.
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We were at Kealia Pond from eight-twenty to one-thirty in the afternoon. Most of this time was spent talking to two birding couples.
The first were on the Sunday walk to the boardwalk, the unhealthy twosome who slowed our progress. They were less than
knowledgeable about bird identification and only birded with tour groups. My speech about not taking tours was as always contradicted
by my wife's loud mouth.
The second couple from Portland was even less well-informed but Judy McCarty was immediately liked as her first words were about
her having snuck into the Waikamoi Preserve. She left the lookout at Hosmer Grove and followed a trail along the rim of the shallow
canyon to a point where the trail descended into the narrow Ohia-filled valley and back up to the trees on the opposite rim. Here she saw
a family of Crested Honeycreepers. The retired nurses address is: judymccarty@comcast.net. The husband was a retired astronomer and
his chatty personality was equally enjoyable.
The new birds seen today included Least Sandpiper, Long-billed Dowitcher, Common Waxbill, Spice Finch, and a day hunting Barn
Owl. The Killdeer seen previously was still present and found to be very rare.

The journey back was along the entire length of Kihei Road. Twenty dollars and fifty-two cents was spent for a hamburger steak and
onions with two huge scoops of white rice and a potato salad at Peggy Sue's Restaurant. A BLT sandwich with French fries was
selected from the fifties-style cafe's menu decorated with jut boxes and photographs of movie stars from that era. A two dollar and fifty
cent tip was left on the table. The filling meal was of 'home-made' quality and likely the less fortunate choices thus far. The luncheon
took place between one-fifty and two-fifteen.
We were back at the suite at two-thirty when a letter was composed and mailed off to Rene at three o'clock. A postscript followed after
a shower, cleaning my shoes, and checking Pat's mail account. It was three fifty-three when a note was sent off to the Hawaii rare bird
alert about the Killdeer.
A short break took place for a shave while Pat e-mailed Carolyne. The ground beef or potato salad disagreed with me and a second visit
to the toilet seat was necessary at four-fifteen. The autobiography was written while seated on the toilet and polished off while plugged
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into the wall at five o'clock.
While watching television and reading trip reports to find a location for Yellow-billed Cardinals, a heavy earthquake occurred at six
thirty-eight. Supper was skipped due to the late and filling lunch. The ticket for parking at the condo was forgotten and placed on the
dash shortly after the earth shook. I took the time to rub most of the marks off the bumper using only a dry piece of tissue and elbow
grease.
The following perhaps hour was spent looking for Maui Parrotbill info and filling in an earthquake form after Googling the intensity.
The shaker was a four point seven located about twenty miles away. The autobiography was brought up to date from eight to eightthirteen.
November 24: Awake at five- thirty and not out of bed until six o'clock. Looked at mail with nothing new discovered and then at
Warbling Silverbill images. The day's memoirs were underway from six-thirty for three minutes before writing down the Big Island
specialties on the map.
An e-mail was written to Chuck at cepbird@aol.com in regards to the communication with Rene'e and asking if he would have taken us
in if not on vacation. The letter sent to Rene'e was also forwarded to Chuck. The communications were put to rest at seven twenty-nine
at which time we drove off to Denny's. This was written to both of them “Yes, I'm a fellow who has been birding all my life (a retired
professional who worked for the Provincial Museum in Canada and in Australia and leads tours) and know the aspects of luck in
birding. However, the walks into Waikamoi are time restricted and more time at a productive site will always give one a better chance.
I'm not disappointed not having seen the birds but terribly disappointed in the walks themselves, especially chatty Cathy on the Sunday
STROLL!
I don't understand why there are not say once a week trips to the boardwalk strictly for birders. Everyone is warned about trespassing
to the site but that is exactly what you are forcing birders to do without having a means to do so on the up and up. I have spoken to
several off island birders who have 'snuck-in' lately due to the restriction. The scare ploy about hunting is just that and besides I bird in
the fall in areas where deer and duck hunting is commonplace with no thought ever given to the impossibly small chance of being shot.
It seems to me that having a walk lead by docents as stated above would guarantee that no trespassing takes place and along with it the
weed/grass seeds that likely are introduced by the process. Maps with detailed instructions and photographs of road/ trail junctions to
the boardwalk are available on-line. It is very easy to find one's way.
I'm not that hung-ho about seeing the Maui Parrotbill and Crested Honeycreeper to sneak in. I have another walk with the park staff
next Thursday and will take my chances. Only two birds are involved, like I would complain about missing two birds say in Ecuador
with twelve hundred to see. Silly, but searching gives one a challenge and something to do on an island devoid of birdlife.”
“Chuck: I realize that your still away but I thought I would drop a line for your information. I finally contacted Rene'e and he informed
me that only school children et cetera were guided into Waikamoi. I read a trip report with 'Chuck' mentioned as one of the guides 1999 -I believe when both Maui Parrotbill and honeycreeper were seen by a tour group. I assume it was you. Would you have taken us
in for a full day if you were not away?
I have taken the afternoon trip with park service to the boardwalk that only allowed say a half hour at the boardwalk and a morning
trip to the 'Bird Trail' a gorge with a good grove of Koa trees where an hour passed without luck on either bird.
I have met several birders during the past few days that have ignored the rules and gone in on their own. If I was going to do so I of
course would not have taken the guided walks and looking for a docent to lead; I would have visited the boardwalk several times at this
point in time. The directions with photos and hand- drawn maps are available online in trip reports to the boardwalk and to the gorge
so there are no secrets.
I'm including the curt communication sent to Rene after receiving his disappointing mail. No, I'm not a rude inconsiderate person but it
seems that conservation is tossed aside like all things when money talks. I would have no difficulties getting in and likely seeing the
birds if the three hundred dollar guiding fee was paid to the people at West Maui Watershed or Maui Forest Birds Recovery Project.
I'm not quite that desperate
The same seniors breakfast was ordered again today at the famous chain restaurant at seven-forty. The bill came to twenty-one dollars
and ninety-six cents, which included the three-dollar tip.
Afterward, at about eight-twenty, we drove out along the coast to Wailea and past another cop who was attending a speed indicator
sign. Our speed was only twenty-seven miles an hour but the limits continually changed from twenty to thirty and I was uncertain as to
the limit where the tiny electric cop car was stationed.
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The car came to rest at three different location along the coast south of Makena in the Ahihi-Kina'u Natural Area Reserve where lava
had once flowed creating a barren landscape. The ocean was totally unproductive for seabirds but a small pod of Spinner Dolphins was
sighted as well as four domestic goats.
Our attention was then reverted on the Wailea Mall between ten-fifty and twelve-thirty where a few interesting shops and galleries were
explored; one of which displayed the art of celebrities like Paul McCarthy and Ringo Starr. Another had thin plastic boxes with
butterflies mounted on short plastic pegs that were hidden by the insects. This gallery had bell-shaped solid glass objects that held
jellyfish, the body at the top and tentacles hanging to the bottom. A black plastic bottom held a tiny light that shone upward to
illuminate the life-like sea creature. The artwork could be made with less difficulty using acrylic and molds.
A local in the men's washroom was asked if the radar used on Maui could be used to fine drivers without stopping the vehicle. The
answer was negative, that the cops were simply writing down details that had nothing to do with the cars license plates and indeed the
car would require being pulled over so that your drivers license could be inspected.
Our lunch was simply two take-out salads bought in plastic containers, a coffee, soft drink, and two bananas purchased at Whaler's
General Store for eighteen dollars and forty-three cents. An outside metal seat and table in the shaded mall walkway provided a cool
place to eat the low caloric meal in comfort.
A fill-up was necessary with the gas tank down to one quarter and this took place once again at the ABC Store. The bill was thirtydollars and ninety-four cents.
Another very touristy area filled with shops selling trinkets and T-shirts was wandered through a mile south of our hotel along Kihei
Road. Groceries were purchased after the brief sightseeing at the adjacent Foodland Grocery store. The bill here was thirty-one dollars
and forty-four cents that paid for a large tub of yogurt, apples, bananas, two packs of Swizz cheese, a loaf of pumpernickel bread, a
package of low sodium ham, and a container of Silk soymilk for the coffee.
We were back in our room at one-forty. The maid had not reached our room so Pat had a quick shower while I began to type this
morning’s expenditure on the iPod Touch. The day's story was brought up to date while the room was being cleaned and completed at
two-thirteen. It was then time for my own shower and another turn on the toilet.

A walk ensued around the dry barren lot beside the hotel from three o'clock to three-forty. The trade winds were blowing around twenty
knots and the air was refreshing. A quick scan of the rough sea took place across from the hotel due to the chance of a petrel being
blown in
.
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Pat’s Angel from photo of white flowers above
Played around looking for birding sites on the Big Island until four thirty-six. We decided to take a stroll at six-thirty after watching the
news. Two flavoured yogurts were purchased at Whaler's General Store for two dollars and ninety cents after investigating the price of
frozen yogurts at a neighbouring establishment. The three dollar and seventy-five cent price was deemed to be too expensive and we
moved on quickly. It was eleven minutes past seven when jotting down the last notes of the day.
November 25: Up at five-twenty for the usual squat on the toilet. Pat was awake at five thirty-five and we prepared for the reserved
walk into the gorge at eight forty-five. The McCarty’s, the couple met at Kealia Pond had managed to reserve spots
backs letter was sent back stating that we would meet them at Hosmer Grove at seven o'clock, hence the early start.
The car was sitting at the Hosmer Grove parking area after paying the ten-dollar entrance fee at twelve minutes past seven. Judy
McCarty and her husband were not there so we proceeded along the nature trail after taking a rather poor movie of an I'iwi. The
morning was very cold with a light rain and twenty mile an hour winds. So bitter that gloves were required.

!
The path leading along the ridge of Waikamoi Canyon was traversed to a point about one hundred yards from the railing. The old trail
was not to be used by the public but was still on government land and only a scolding would have resulted if caught in the act. The
vegetation was soaking wet or we would have carried on further where the trail became less obvious and overgrown. There was another
hundred yards that could have been birded before the Ohia trees ended. This was the ideal method of sighting the Crested Honeycreeper
that often visited this area. The best months appear to be from April through September, however. A Short-eared Owl was here was the
only new trip bird of the day.
The leader was early today. His first name was Keith Shibuya a retired hotel owner with a very pleasant manner and willing to let us
birders carry on ahead. He even made the stops extremely brief and walked very fast to the trailhead. The McCarty's, Yours truly and
two older birders walked quickly from the trail head and had a good hour at the Koa trees and another fifteen minutes at the Ohia trees
before departure. Keith knew exactly where the honeycreeper fed and said that the starling-sized bird drove the others off. If there were
many Apapane and I'iwi present, as today, that the quest was likely not present. The walk was the best of the three but alas no birds.
We were out of the reserve at twelve-forty and drove straight to the washroom to await the parting of the clouds. The wind and rain did
not look like they would abate so we left for milder climes.
We invited the McCarty's for coffee at the Sunrise Market but it was closed so we carried on to the Kula Botanical Gardens where we
paid the twenty-dollar entry fee at around one o'clock. An instant coffee and soft drink were purchased here for
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two dollars and fifty cents. Several pictures were taken of the interesting flowers and shrubs before heading towards the village of
Keokea. Native five-inch long green and blue dragonflies were the most interesting sight in the gardens. A lavender farm was paid a
visit but it was thanksgiving and thus many stores and shops were closed.

We stopped at the McDonalds in Kahului at three-thirty for two coffees that cost two dollars and eight cents. The place closed as I was
beginning to type this morning’s story and we were forced to drink the brew in the car on the way back to the hotel. The car was resting
in the second level of the garage at the hotel at four-thirty.
The autobiography was typed from that time to six minutes past five when Judy McCarty was written. That task was completed at fivethirty. The e-mail accounts and rare bird alerts brought the time to five fifty-three and time for a shower.
The Maui Thai was selected for our evening meal with a large bowl of Chili Pad Pet that consisted of chicken, carrots, onions, green
beans, bamboo shoots and a lovely slightly spicy sauce that was spooned over a large bowl of Jasmine white rice. With my wife's tea
the bill came to fifteen dollars and sixty-three plus a three-dollar tip. The delicious meal was eaten between six-fifteen and seven
o'clock.
A box of granola bars was bought next door soon after at the Whaler's Grocery store, which set us back six dollars and three cents. It
was seven-thirty when our room was reoccupied and the last notes of the day were composed.
November 26: Up at five twenty-one for the usual early morning ritual. The McCarty's had written and they were busy for the next two
days. Preparations for the day ahead began at five- thirty.
The rental car left the parking garage at six-twelve and was sitting at Hosmer Grove at seven-fifteen. The winds were even higher today
with intermittent bands of cloud and heavy mist or light rain. We trespassed again along the ridge to scan the O’hia trees for Crested
Honeycreeper without success. The thirty plus mile an hour winds were keeping most birds in thick cover.
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An hour in the freezing wind and constant moisture sent us the summit. The skies were clear at the ten thousand foot level but the winds
plummeted the temperature into the mid-forties or low fifties. A photograph was taken of a topographical map of the Hosmer Grove and
Waikamoi region from a trail map in the shop to use in producing the final trail map. A beautiful specimen of a Haleakal! Silversword
was digitized as well. At least two different Hawaiian Petrel burrows were seen, recognized by the white numbers painted on the rocks
above. One had s series of small pegs placed at the entrance that, when knocked over, would indicate that the birds were in attendance.
The stay was from approximately nine o'clock to ten- thirty. A quick stop en route to the summit for photographs killed a few minutes.

The nature trail was hiked along extremely fast to the railing due to my wife's anger at returning. The wind was much less intense and
only a brief wave of cloud and mist passing through with sun during half of the half-hour stay. I was very disappointed when leaving at
eleven o'clock.
The Kula Market was my wife’s choice for lunch at eleven-thirty. Forty-one dollars was spent of which thirteen dollars and seventy
cents was spent on lunch, which consisted of a bag of corn chips, a turkey wrap cut in two, and two coffees. The rest was wasted on
gifts like fancy metal box filled with tea and two coasters shaped like flip-flops.
The meal was eaten outside the combination shop, gallery, and mini-mart at a picnic table in the sunshine in ideal temperatures while
the autobiography was being written to twelve thirty-eight.
We departed the hills for the heat of the valley floor soon after and drove to Kealia Pond, arriving around two o'clock. The wind was
blowing at over forty miles an hour with higher gusts. Two ducks were spotted that were backlit and it was difficult to keep the glasses
still in the heavy winds. They certainly looked like female Buffleheads with stiff tails pointed skyward and a distinct white area around
the ear area of the head. Their size and shape fit the species. The Killdeer was still present and photographed.
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We drove off about forty minutes later as a guess and dropped into two malls in an attempt to find a microphone for the iPod Touch. A
Radio Shack was tracked down and the salesman was asked about the device immediately after walking into the store. None was
available and the visit was completed in less than two minutes.
The regular ABC gas station was next in line for a fill-up, which cost thirty dollars and three cents. Pat was back to her usual bitchy self
and I was loosing my patience and ready to kill her. How one can have such a temperament while in paradise is beyond me. However,
my disappointment over the brief stay at Hosmer Grove was weighing on my mind.
We were back at the suite at three-thirty and the day's story was brought up to date at three-fifty. A lengthy and informative letter was
then sent off to Judy McCarty at five o'clock.
Strolled over to Denny's at five-thirty and the shrimp with rice pilaf was ordered by both of us from the seniors menu. Fiesta corn and a
lovely green salad were this night's side dishes as well as coffees and garlic bread. The entire meal came to twenty-six dollars and
ninety-eight cents plus a three-dollar tip.
The Whaler's Grocery Store was patronized afterward where two bananas and a flower Christmas ornament were purchased for seven
dollars and five cents. The next to last notes for the day were written from six-forty to ten minutes past seven.
The price of a chalet at the Kula Lodge was investigated soon after to find that the least expensive was only one hundred and twentyfive dollars a night plus tax. Dr Renate Gassmann-Duval Renate@lava.net was contacted by mail subsequently to ask about her fees to
the boardwalk with the letter sent off at eight o'clock. As a guess, a half-day was around three hundred bucks. Keith Shibuya's private
life was Googled after for fifteen minutes or so. The letter sent to the Doctor bounced back and her name was Googled to find an
alternative address. The communication was sent again at eight thirty-nine. That also was returned. The form letter was then sent to the
Maui Forest Bird people at nine o'clock. Info@mauiforestbirds.org
November 27: An antidepressant was taken last night, the dosage now twenty-five milligrams every third day. This was actually the
last capsule taken at least up to December the second. Up at five-forty and discovered a recording of a Crested Honeycreeper that Judy
had sent. It was on the East Maui Watershed website and the song had definitely never been heard before. Unfortunately, Wi-Fi was
required to play it and would not be available for use in the field. The form letter was then sent to another bird guide,
lancemanu@hotmail.com. It was six o'clock at this point and time to prepare for the day. Another page of the form letter was then sent
to the eastmauiwatershed.org people at six- nineteen while waiting for Pat to get ready.
Left the garage at six twenty-five en route to Denny's. The accustomed breakfast was devoured at six fifty-three with the bill coming to
twenty-two dollars and twenty-six cents with the tip. Unfortunately the Crested Honeycreeper song would not play without Wi-Fi.
Hosmer came into sight at just after eight o'clock. The sun shone throughout the stay with a rather steady wind of some fifteen to twenty
miles an hour. The entire crest was hiked with plenty of time to check the Ohia trees thoroughly. We were just about to leave when we
met the McCarty’s. She had the song of the Crested Honeycreeper on her phone so we proceeded back along the ridge together. A good
half-hour passed at the railing as well.
It was twelve-thirty when we finally left Hosmer Grove after making a supper date with the McCarty's to eat at the Maui Thai. We were
to meet at their suite, number two hundred and nineteen, at five to watch the sunset and proceed across the street for supper at fivethirty.
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The Ali'i Lavender Farm was paid a visit at one-thirty where a total of twenty-one dollars and forty-one cents was spent on hand lotion
with a ridiculous four dollars and fifty cents of that wasted on lemonade.
It was two o'clock when we stopped at the Kula Marketplace where seven dollars and seventy- seven cents was spent for two half
cheese and ham wraps and a coffee and tea. The autobiography was underway at that time and finished at two twenty-two. The
sandwich and coffee were followed with a banana and hunk of cheese from our packed lunch.
The higher elevations were departed at two thirty-four for the last time. A brief stop took place in front of the Sugar Beach Hotel at
three-twenty. The visit was due to the fact that the vast majority of the shorebirds congregated in that area. However, even from that
vantage point the birds were too far away to identify with the high winds shaking the scope and flimsy tripod.
We were back in the suite at three forty. The notes were caught up quickly in a matter of five minutes. The rare bird alerts and
mailboxes were checked and there were no messages from the tour people. This came to rest at four twenty-five. The weather was quite
cool, perhaps seventy degrees, and the door was opened instead of turning on the air-conditioning.
Departed the hotel room for the evening meal at five thirty-six. Two hamburgers with fries were ordered due to the two for one coupon
in our possession. The bill was only sixteen dollars and fifty-seven cents plus the three-dollar tip left on the table. The hotel room was
reoccupied at six thirty-five. It must have been around eight o'clock when falling asleep for the entire night.
November 28: Awake at five-twenty for the usual washroom visit. There were no messages from the guides written to about Waikamoi.
Bubo.org was opened with only one species added successfully. The day's memoirs were written at six o'clock. The rare bird alerts were
investigated afterward until six-twelve.
Denny's bill for the same seniors starters was twenty-two dollars and six cents with a three-dollar tip. The meal took place from seven
o'clock to seven forty-five. The Dodge Caliber was then on it's way to the small town of Ma'alaea Bay where the aquarium and whale
watching boats depart.
Nine o'clock at Lahaina Barnes and Noble Booksellers. Put in final of five species recorded on Maui on Bubo while seated at the
Starbucks in the bookstore, finishing at ten fifty-four. Bottled lemonade and a latte took another five dollars and thirty-six cents from
our pockets.
We then drove out on the Honoapiilani Highway as far as Napili and Kapalua and turned around and stopped at the McDonald's in
Kahana where we ordered two wilted Southwest salads and water at twelve dollars and ninety cents. The stop took place between
eleven forty-five and twelve-eighteen.
The rental pulled into the lookout to scan for seabirds and briefly at Kealia Pond where the flats were scrutinized for shorebirds from
the highway. There were no winds today and most could be identified with nothing special seen. The skies were completely overcast at
this point in time with isolated showers and light rains almost everywhere. It was obvious that Hosmer Grove would be drenched in
heavy rainfall for most of the day, perhaps spared for an hour or two at daybreak.
It was two o'clock when entering the hotel suite. The afternoon's memoirs were brought up to date in eight minutes before beginning the
packing for the flight home tomorrow.
A letter was received from Laura Berthold, a representative of the Maui Forest Birds organization laura@mauiforestbirds.org stating
that she was unable to lead a hike. A note was sent back asking about her rates and how
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much advance notice was required. This was received the next day. “We typically request a one hundred and fifty dollar per person
donation. The hikes are usually on the weekends and begin around seven o’clock and last as long as you want, but usually we're out by
noon or one pm. We do not always give hikes due to us being a research organization rather than a tour organization. So we usually
give them if someone is available to go. So scheduling well in advance is requested. There are many hike touring agency around the
island as well. We ask for the donation due to the volunteering of time for our staff and to help aid in our recovery of the endangered
bird species. January to June is a better time to see the Parrotbill and probably March- September for the Akohekohe due to the Ohia
bloom and breeding season.” This took place between two twenty-five and two fifty-four.
Left at four forty-five for our rendezvous with the McCarty's to watch the sunset that was likely to be unspectacular with the continuing
overcast skies. This was exactly the case and we left the lovely two-bedroom suite that they have subleased quite cheaply from their
friends in a half-hour.
The same meal was ordered at the Maui Thai that we had during the last visit at sixteen dollars and fifty-one cents including the threedollar tip. The conversation brought the time to eight in the evening when we finally got back to our hotel room. Most of the talk
centered around the trips that were taken to watch the eclipse of the sun with Doug McCarty doing most of the talking and very little
about birds and birding. Sleep was instantaneous.
November 29: The last half-day in paradise began at five-fifty. Pat was up at six and cleaning while yours truly checked the rare bird
alerts and mail. This was finished at six-fourteen and time for the final packing. Leaving Kihei - pronounced Key-HAY- was not as
difficult as imagined due to the improbability of observing the two rare species.
The packing was completed in a matter of minutes and we settled in to watching television, as checkout time did not begin until seventhirty. In fact, there was actually enough time to visit Homer Grove one last time. Checkout took place at seven-thirty and we were
sitting at Denny's at seven forty-five. A quick reply was sent to Robyn in response to their e-mail at eight o'clock.
Left Denny's at eight-twenty after spending twenty-nine dollars and twenty-seven cents including the three-dollar tip on Pat's usual
choice from the senior's menu while yours truly ordered the much too filling Western Omelette and left the crunchy hashed potatoes on
the plate. Two dollars and three cents was then put out on a Sprite at the Whalers Grocery Store at eight twenty-five.
The final fill-up was twenty-four dollars and twenty-seven cents for a half-tank at the Shell Station a few blocks from Dollar Rent-acar's office. The attendant checked the gas bill and we hopped on the shuttle, arriving at the terminal at five minutes past nine in the
morning. The windows at Westjet were closed, of course, and as a result a concrete bench was selected in shaded area of the tiny
terminal that was exposed to the outdoor air yet with air-conditioning to pass the following hours. As at Honolulu, there were no
facilities until passing through the gates. The day's misadventure was brought up to date at nine-nineteen and boredom set in. Duplicate
messages sent to my e-mail inboxes were deleted until ten twenty-six.

Maui Airport Terminal
It was eleven forty-five when we decided to stand in line to await the Westjet agents who appeared on time at noon. The check-in took a
matter of five minutes and we headed straight for Customs.
It was twelve-twenty when we were seated in the Tropical Lounge. Pat picked a turkey sandwich and Sprite from the cooler at
California Pizza Kitchen at thirteen dollars and seventy-three cents and yours truly ordered a grilled chicken sandwich and water at
Burger King at six dollars and fourteen cents, a whopping total of nineteen dollars and eighty-seven cents. We carried on to our gate

after eating the expensive lunch at twelve forty-five. We had two hours and seven minutes left to bear
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until the flight at three o'clock when the memoirs were brought up to date at twelve fifty-three.
The flight did not depart until three thirty-five. My head was propped against the bulkhead and my eyes closed to relax and pass the
time. The stewardess brought our first cups of coffee and cookies an hour after departure. A few snapshots were taken of the sunset
through the plane's window at around five o'clock and Pat took two granola bars out from her suitcase at five-thirty. The time seemed to
be passing more quickly now than on the way to the island. Of course the flight took an hour less to fly eastward with the rotation of the
earth and we would arrive in Vancouver at ten-thirty or so.

The day's story was brought up to date at seven minutes past eight Vancouver time. Deleted a few more messages on the mail accounts
or placed them in the trash until eight twenty-two Vancouver time.
The free television programming finally appeared on the screen about one hour and fifteen minutes prior to landing. A Michael Cain
movie was already in progress that seemed very interesting. He was playing an aged Nazi in 'The Statement' a German who was
obviously regretful about the atrocious acts that he committed under orders as a young soldier.
The plane landed on time at ten thirty-eight. Customs was instantaneous due to the late hour and we were standing out in the freezing
train waiting for the shuttle at eleven-fifteen. The shuttle arrived fifteen minutes later but made another circle to pick up additional
passengers from the same flight as ours. The Sky Train from the airport cost five dollars each to the Bridgeport Exchange (payable by
credit card or cash) then the regular fare to Tsawwassen had to be paid in addition so we asked the shuttle driver if the number six
hundred and twenty bus stopped before entering the highway on the opposite side of the overpass where we were dropped off eleven
days ago. The answer was negative but he would take us to the Bridgeport Exchange before carrying on to the airport tomorrow.
Perfect!
Check-in at the Accent Inn took place at eleven-fifty and the day's notes were brought up to date at twelve minutes past midnight.
Turned off the lights at twelve-twenty and slept like a baby.
November 30: The dull and dreary rainy day began at seven fifty-five. The room at the Accent Inn was a mere nine dollars and forty
cents with the vouchers and senior’s rate. We immediately began to prepare o the journey home, climbing aboard the hotel shuttle at
eight-thirty. The ride to the Bridgeport Bus Exchange took some ten minutes with a twenty-minute wait in the freezing cold rain until
the number six hundred and twenty coach to Tsawwassen left at nine o’clock. The fare was six dollars and twenty-five cents to the
terminal with the reduced senior’s rate. Pat paid her thirteen dollars and seventy-five cent fare while my ferry ride was free. We were
seated in the waiting room at Berth five at nine-fifty with an hour and ten minutes to pass until the eleven o’clock ferry sailing. The
wind was up and white caps were prevalent from horizon to horizon.
Two excellent coffees and a banana nut loaf were bought at the new kiosk in the waiting room for a ridiculous seven dollars and twenty
cents to quell the hunger until getting onboard. A large chunk of filling from the tooth that cracked a year ago was dislodged that will
likely result in a dental appointment in the near future.
The ferry sailed on time at eleven o’clock and we were the first in line a the cafeteria where scrambled eggs, ham, toast, and an arteryplugging potato product were washed down with coffees. The ultra-expensive meal took twenty-three dollars and forty-eight cents from
our pockets. A newspaper was then purchased for a dollar and four cents. The trip report was brought up to date while peeking
occasionally through the ship’s rain streaked window until reaching Active Pass. The waters in the narrow channel were still with only
two Rhinoceros Auklets and single Pacific Loon to break the boredom. Solving the suduko and word puzzle in today’s Times Colonist
passed the reminder of the journey.
The final payment o the trip was four dollars and fifteen cents for the city bus ride from Swartz Bay to Blanchard Street across from the
Tim Hortons hat we patronize on occasion. The ride in the double-decker began at approximately twelve-fifty and we disembarked at
around one-forty. The twenty-minute walk home took place in a light Scotch mist, arriving at two o’clock. We unpacked our suitcases,
checked the voice messages and snail mail. The final trip notes were jotted down on the iPod Touch at two-fifteen.
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The first step was to download the pictures from the camera to iPhoto where four or five were deleted a few were cropped. This took
about twenty-five minutes and the trip report was then cut and pasted to the autobiography where the font and spacing was altered to ft
the norm. Today’s notes were typed in when the latter was in place. The Crested Honeycreeper and Maui Parrotbill songs on the West
Maui Watershed website were recorded with the iPod Nano and iTalk microphone and loaded onto iTunes during the sitting as well.
The roughed in version of the trip report was completed at five twenty-three. The spelling check and additional changes brought the
time to six twenty-seven. The following chores were completed at seven fifty: The Killdeer photo was sent to the Hawaiian Rare Birds
Committee, pictures of Waikamoi Reserve were inserted into the autobiography pages, two pictures of Pat standing in the freezing rain
and one of her at Peggy Sue’s Restaurant were mailed off to Marilyne, dates for the Okanagan rarities were updated on picasaweb, the
new Costa’s Hummingbird records were extended through to November on the digital and master checklists, most of the autobiography
e-mails sent from Maui were deleted as they were no longer required and Pat’s gmail was inspected with unwanted mail deleted, and
finally Bubo.org was opened to correct the species of Silverbill entered incorrectly as well as one erroneous date.

The cost of the trip follows:
$2,470.20 for Westjet flight and 11 days it the Aston at the Maui Banyan in Kihei through Redtag.ca
$194.95 for car rental with Dollar through Expedia.ca
$110.47 for gas
$581.42 for food and groceries ($41.53 a day for 2 persons or $6.90 for a single meal without scrimping).
$43.30 restaurant tips
$96.39 for miscellaneous and Christmas gifts
$42.05 for bus and ferry fees from Victoria to/from the Accent Inn in Vancouver
$23.80 for 2 nights at the Accent Inn with senior rate and coupons through points collected at Save-on-Foods
$20.00 National Park fees
$3,585.58 TOTAL or $3,486.19 without miscellaneous and Christmas gifts
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The documents below are easily read at: https://picasaweb.google.com/pat.mary.taylor/MauiNovember2010
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